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2008 InsideLegal.com Legal Technology Vendor Marketing Survey
Inaugural survey of legal technology marketing spending patterns and priorities 

InsideLegal.com has been heavily involved in the legal industry for more than a decade (as Envision Agency), from working with tech-
nology vendors to collaborating with industry consultants to liaising with law firms and the legal trade media. We’ve long witnessed a 
glaring information and knowledge gap … especially when it comes to marketing intelligence, marketing tools, and general marketing 
budget and spend statistics maintained by legal vendors. Last summer we initiated an inaugural survey – the 2008 InsideLegal.com 
Legal Technology Vendor Marketing Survey - designed to serve the legal vendor marketing community and provide benchmarks for 
marketing spending and marketing activities. The 2008 survey included 97 separate company responses (40 questions) representing 
legal technology vendors ranging from less than 10 employees to 500+.  We created this birds-eye view of the 2008 results in prepa-
ration of launching the 2009 InsideLegal.com Legal Technology Vendor Marketing Survey.  

InsideLegal.com Legal Technology Vendor Marketing Survey: Results Snapshot
The survey, primarily completed by senior marketers (90+% are managers or higher), provided a balanced cross-section of the legal 
technology community including small companies as well as large, publically-traded, multi-billion dollar organizations. Of the 67 
vendors completing all 40 survey questions, roughly 60% of respondents work for legal technology companies ranging from 11-
100 employees, with the largest single percentage (22%) stemming from within the 11-25 employee range. While most companies 
(70+%) staff their marketing departments with 1-4 marketers, a much smaller number (roughly 15%), count 6+ marketing team 
members. With the recent trend of workforce reductions and across the board marketing-related belt tightening, it will be interesting 
to compare these statistics moving forward.

We are acutely aware that budget and spending realities and outlooks have worsened since the survey was completed in late 2008, 
but the data remains useful when looking to establish industry spend benchmarks, marketing mix priorities based on marketing 
investment, and broader marketing cost cutting trends:

Marketing spend based on revenues: Of those surveyed, 46% spent 4+% of annual total company revenue on marketing, and 25% 
(highest single percentage) spend more than 6%. 67% indiciated marketing budget increases from 2007 to 2008. What will happen in 
2009 and even into 2010 with the state of things? 

Cost cutting priorities: When forced to trim their budgets, legal technology vendors agree that advertising must go, or at least be 
paired back, followed by promotional items, industry events (besides the ‘usual’ legal trade shows), direct mail, and market research. 
Oddly enough, this does not match up with where respondents indicate they are spending marketing dollars. Ranked on size of bud-
get allocation, events, web design (development and maintenance), collateral, PR and industry relations (consultant arrangements, 
whitepaper development by third parties, etc.) top the budgets. 

Marketing: According to respondents, the top three legal prospects include large firms (100+ attorney/84%), mid-size firms (20-100 
attorneys/57%) and international (45%). IT (technical resources) is the primary target within the firms, followed by executives (C-
level, managing partners, executive committee), attorneys, and administrators. 55% of respondents describe their marketing orga-
nization as progressive, but resource limited. Look for this number to increase in 2009 as resources, both financial and human, are 
further squeezed.  Most marketing programs are designed to generate leads (79%), raise brand awareness (52%) and support sales 
(37%). How will this change in a down economy where there is even more pressure on ROI and justifying marketing spend? 56% of 
survey respondents outsource some component of their marketing program. Why? 62% cite limited internal resources, 57% base it 
on limited internal expertise or non-core competence. Will this number increase in 2009/10 as companies reduce staff and look out-
side for critical marketing-related services? 54% of legal technology marketers utilize a formal marketing planning process. Will this 
become more ad hoc and ‘on-the-fly’ as the legal landscape continues to change at breakneck speeds?

Events Marketing: The top five 2008 events in terms of where vendors exhibited included the ILTA Annual Conference (66%); Le-
galTech New York (50%); ALA Annual Conference (28%); LegalTech West Coast (28%), and ABA TECHSHOW (25%). Survey respondents 
were asked to rate the shows they attended based on:



Overall quality of attendees• : Rankings were based on ‘very qualified’ to ‘needle in a haystack’ (not qualified). ILTA’s annual con-
ference scored highest with 81% and LegalTech West Coast scored lowest in terms of attendee quality with 53%. 
Value for price paid• : Responses ranged from ‘would pay more’ to ‘poor value for price paid’ with a majority of respondents 
stating the cost-value equation was at parity. 100% of respondents who attended ALA regional conferences thought pricing was 
‘about right’. The largest legal technology tradeshow, Legal Tech New York, came in almost even with 54% of respondents saying 
the value was ‘about right’ and 46% saying it was a ‘poor value for price paid’.
Show’s effort to draw attendees (aka show promotion)• : The top shows as indicated by respondents that promoted and encour-
aged attendance were ILTA Annual Conference (100%); ALA Annual (94%); ALA Regionals (91%); LMA Annual (89%) and Legal IT 
in the UK (83%).
Cost of sponsorships• : Shows where attendees stated sponsorship pricing was ‘within reach’ included ALA Regionals (73%), ABA 
TECHSHOW (68%), Legal IT (68%), LMA (68%), and ILTA annual (51%).
Leads that result in sales/overall ROI• : Respondents were asked to indicate whether they could ‘track sales back to the show’, 
thought the show was ‘good primarily for introductions and seeing clients’, or ‘rarely produced solid leads’.  According to re-
sponses, the #1 lead generation show was the LMA Annual (63%), ILTA (56%), and ALA (41%); top votes for good introductions 
went to LegalTech New York (58%), ABA TECHSHOW (56%), and ALA Regionals (50%).

“Pay-to-play”: This topic has been hotly debated for several years and the jury is still out if paying for sponsorships in exchange for 
speaking at certain events provides the best value, both for attendees looking for objective, educational content as well as vendors 
expecting a full house of eager attendees in return for their dollars spent. 16% of respondents stated they are in favor of this setup, 
while 53% stated they don’t mind pay-to-play scenarios as long as the tracks/sessions clearly state that they are sponsored by speak-
ers. 31% are against this format all together. Will this trend continue in 2009/10 especially as sponsorship expenditures are being 
scrutinized and shows are experiencing lower attendance rates?

User events, roadshows and webinars: Over 40% of respondents have hosted a user/educational conference and 61% put on semi-
nars. Will user events take a hit in 2009/10 and will vendors explore other options such as web-based events or virtual trade shows? 
Maybe the answer is to rely on web-based seminars more heavily which, according to the survey, are already being utilized by 89% of 
legal technology vendors questioned.

Advertising: Advertising is the first marketing line item to be slashed these days with things bound to get worse. Of those still spend-
ing on ads, ILTA’s Peer to Peer Magazine and Incisive Media’s Law Technology News are the clear favorites, followed by Law.com and 
The American Lawyer (also Incisive) and ALA’s Legal Management Magazine. 47% indicated having a Google AdWords program, a 
percentage that is bound to rise as online exposure and search engine optimization become more critical.

Public Relations: Surprisingly, 55% of those surveyed have a PR plan in place and focus their media relations efforts on press release 
development & distribution, client case studies and proactive pursuit of editorial opportunities. Despite these efforts, only 19% feel 
they have a ‘very close’ relationship with the legal media.

Market Research: 50% of legal technology marketers conduct some sort of market research including competitive intelligence (87%), 
market & trend analysis (74%), secondary industry research (45%), and client-focused spending and buying habit analysis (42%). 
Research budgets are being cut aggressively so time will tell whether vendors are able to continue to commission expensive and 
lengthy research projects. Also, if commissioned research investment goes down, does the purchase of already published third-party 
industry surveys  go up?  Legal industry surveys and rankings are very popular among legal technology vendors. ILTA’s annual technol-
ogy survey is read by 73% of those surveyed, followed by the AmLaw 100 (55%), InsideLegal/ILTA’s Member Purchasing Survey (53%), 
and the AmLaw 200 (50%). 

About InsideLegal
InsideLegal.com is the insider’s guide to doing business in legal 
technology - both in the US and internationally - for legal technology 
thought leaders, vendors, consultants/technologists and law firm in-
novators.  In addition to information on industry events, publications 
and personalities, InsideLegal.com focuses on legal technology indus-
try market research and trends.  Sign up at InsideLegal.com to receive 
industry news by email.  InsideLegal.com was founded by JoAnna 
Forshee of Envision Agency.  For more information, please contact 
JoAnna Forshee at 770.438.1908 or jf@insidelegal.com.            

Survey Methodology
This survey was commissioned and administered by InsideLegal who 
was responsible for data collection and data analysis. The survey was 
open to all legal technology vendors and 97 responses were re-
ceived. The survey was divided into 8 sections:  General Information; 
Budgets/Spending; Marketing; Events Marketing; Advertising; Blogs; 
Marketing Communications/PR; and Market Research.  Response 
percentages are based on total responses per question, not overall 
survey participation. All participants in the 2009 survey remain confi-
dential and receive a complete copy of the survey results.

Visit InsideLegal.com for an insider’s guide to the legal technology space and sign up to get the inside scoop.
Also, sign up now to participate in the 2009 Legal Technology Vendor Marketing Survey.

www.InsideLegal.com        twitter: insidelegal


